
Important notes
• Problems X and Y are given out at 9:00.
• Problems A�I are given out at 10:00.
• Your program has to read the problem input from the standard input and write the solution to thestandard output.
• Your program has to return 0 as return ode.
• End of line is denoted by a single harater of ode 10, both in the input and the output.
• The last line of the input is terminated by a new line harater and you have to output a new lineharater after the last line of the output.
• The o�ial lok of the ontest is the lok of the server. You an see the urrent time on thesubmission server webpages. (Do not forget to refresh to see the urrent time.)
• Due to some possible performane issues, we do not reommend using the iostream library in C++.
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Pratie Problem X: WordsIntrodutionIf you want to impress people by showing how eduated and intelligent you are, then you should use longwords suh as �antidisestablishmentarianism� and ��oinauinihilipili�ation.� Furthermore, if you wantto asses how eduated and intelligent other people are, then you need a quik way of �nding the longestword in a text. Your task is to write a program that determines the length of the longest word.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah ase begins with a line ontaining an integer 1 ≤
n ≤ 1000, the length of the text in lines. The next n lines ontain words separated by one or more spaeharaters. The words ontain only the letters 'a'�'z'. The length of eah line is at most 1000 haraters.The input is terminated by a blok with n = 0.OutputFor eah test ase, you have to output a single integer on a separate line: the length of the longest wordin the text.Sample Input2a ab ababd abde1i wanna floinauinihilipilifiate baby0

Sample Output527
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Pratie Problem Y: Divide and RuleIntrodutionTwo brothers are �ghting over the family legay. Their family is very poor, so all they inherited is a largesak of rie. Your task is tell them how to divide this bag into two equal parts. The bag has to be dividedas evenly as possible. If the number of grains is odd, then the �rst brother reeives one grain more thanthe seond.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah ase is desribed by a single line ontaining an integer
20 ≤ n ≤ 2000000, the number of grains in the bag.The input is terminated by a blok with n = 0.OutputFor eah test ase, you have to output a single line ontaining two integers, the number of grains reeivedby the two brothers.Sample Input1001010 Sample Output50 5051 50
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Problem A: False CoinIntrodutionThe �Gold Bar� bank reeived information from reliable soures that in their last group of N oins exatlyone oin is false and di�ers in weight from other oins (while all other oins are equal in weight). Afterthe eonomi risis they have only a simple balane (with two pans) available. Using this balane, one isable to determine if the weight of objets in the left pan is less than, greater than, or equal to the weightof objets in the right pan. In order to detet the false oin the bank employees numbered all oins bythe integers from 1 to N , thus assigning eah oin a unique integer identi�er. After that they began toweight various groups of oins by plaing equal numbers of oins in the left pan and in the right pan. Theidenti�ers of oins and the results of the weightings were arefully reorded. You are to write a programthat will help the bank employees to determine the identi�er of the false oin using the results of theseweightings.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. The �rst line of eah test ase ontains two integers Nand K, separated by a spae, where N is the number of oins (2 ≤ N ≤ 100) and K is the number ofweightings performed (1 ≤ K ≤ 100). The following 2K lines desribe all weightings. Two onseutivelines desribe eah weighting. The �rst of them starts with a number Pi (1 ≤ Pi ≤ N/2), representingthe number of oins plaed in the left and in the right pans, followed by Pi identi�ers of oins plaed inthe left pan and Pi identi�ers of oins plaed in the right pan. All numbers are separated by spaes. Theseond line ontains one of the following haraters: '<', '>', or '=' (without quotes). It represents theresult of the weighting:
• '<' means that the weight of oins in the left pan is less than the weight of oins in the right pan,
• '>' means that the weight of oins in the left pan is greater than the weight of oins in the rightpan,
• '=' means that the weight of oins in the left pan is equal to the weight of oins in the right pan.The input is terminated by a blok with N = K = 0.OutputFor eah test ase, you have to output a single integer on a separate line: the identi�er of the false oinor 0, if it annot be found by the results of the given weightings.
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Sample input5 32 1 2 3 4<1 1 4=1 2 5=6 43 1 2 3 4 5 6<1 1 2=2 1 3 4 5<2 4 5 2 6>0 0

Sample output30
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Problem B: FuseIntrodutionMaybe you are familiar with the following situation. You have plugged in a lot of eletrial devies, suhas toasters, refrigerators, mirowave ovens, omputers, stereos, et, and have them all running. But at themoment when you turn on the TV, the fuse blows, sine the power drawn from all the mahines is greaterthan the apaity of the fuse. Of ourse this is a great safety feature, avoiding that houses burn down toooften due to �res ignited by overheating wires. But it is also annoying to walk down to the basement (orsome other inonvenient plae) to replae the fuse or swith it bak on.What one would like to have is a program that heks before turning on an eletrial devie whetherthe ombined power drawn by all running devies exeeds the fuses apaity (and it blows), or whether itis safe to turn it on.InputThe input onsists of several test ases. Eah test ase desribes a set of eletrial devies and gives asequene of turn on/o� operations for these devies.The �rst line of eah test ase ontains three integers n, m, and c, where n is the number of devies(n ≤ 20), m is the number of operations performed on these devies and c is the apaity of the fuse (inAmperes). The following n lines ontain one positive integer ci eah, the onsumption (in Amperes) ofthe i-th devie.This is followed by m lines also ontaining one integer eah, between 1 and n inlusive. They desribea sequene of turn on/turn o� operations performed on the devies. For every number, the state of thatpartiular devies is toggled, i.e. if it is urrently running, it is turned o�, and if it is urrently turned o�,it will by swithed on. At the beginning all devies are turned o�.The input will be terminated by a test ase starting with n = m = c = 0.OutputFor eah test ase, �rst output whether the fuse was blown ('YES') or not ('NO') during the operationsequene. The fuse will be blown if the sum of the power onsumptions ci of turned on devies at somepoint exeeds the apaity of the fuse c. If the fuse is not blown, output on the next line the maximalpower onsumption (in Amperes) by turned on devies that ourred during the sequene.Sample Input2 2 1057123 6 102572123130 0 0

Sample OutputYESNO9
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Problem C: PipeIntrodutionThe GX Light Pipeline Company started to prepare bent pipes for the new transgalati light pipeline.During the design phase of the new pipe shape the ompany ran into the problem of determining how farthe light an reah inside eah omponent of the pipe. Note that the material whih the pipe is madefrom is not transparent and not light re�eting.
PSfrag replaements [x4; y4]

[x3; y3]

[x2; y2]

[x1; y1]Eah pipe omponent onsists of many straight pipes onneted tightly together. For the programmingpurposes, the ompany developed the desription of eah omponent as a sequene of points [x1; y1], [x2; y2],
. . . , [xn; yn], where x1 < x2 < · · · < xn. These are the upper points of the pipe ontour. The bottompoints of the pipe ontour onsist of points with y-oordinate dereased by 1. To eah upper point [xi; yi]there is a orresponding bottom point [xi; (yi) − 1] (see piture above). The ompany wants to �nd, foreah pipe omponent, the point with maximal x-oordinate that the light will reah. The light is emittedby a segment soure with endpoints [x1; (y1) − 1] and [x1; y1] (endpoints are emitting light too). Assumethat the light is not bent at the pipe bent points and the bent points do not stop the light beam.InputThe input �le ontains several bloks eah desribing one pipe omponent. Eah blok starts with thenumber of bent points 2 ≤ n ≤ 20 on a separate line. Eah of the next n lines ontains a pair of realvalues xi, yi separated by spae. The last blok is denoted with n = 0.OutputThe output �le ontains lines orresponding to bloks in input �le. To eah blok in the input �le there isone line in the output �le. Eah suh line ontains either a real value, written with preision of two deimalplaes, or the message 'Through all the pipe.' (without quotes). The real value is the desired maximal
x-oordinate of the point where the light an reah from the soure for orresponding pipe omponent. Ifthis value equals to xn, then the message 'Through all the pipe.' will appear in the output �le.
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Sample input40 12 24 16 460 12 -0.65 -4.457 -5.5712 -10.817 -16.550

Sample input4.67Through all the pipe.
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Problem D: RobotIntrodutionThe Robot Moving Institute is using a robot in their loal store to transport di�erent items. Of oursethe robot should spend only the minimum time neessary when travelling from one plae in the storeto another. The robot an move only along a straight line (trak). All traks form a retangular grid.Neighbouring traks are one meter apart. The store is a retangle N ×M meters and it is entirely overedby this grid. The distane of the trak losest to the side of the store is exatly one meter. The robothas a irular shape with diameter equal to 1.6 meter. The trak goes through the enter of the robot.The robot always faes north, south, west or east. The traks are in the south�north and in the west�eastdiretions. The robot an move only in the diretion it faes. The diretion in whih it faes an behanged at eah trak rossing. Initially the robot stands at a trak rossing. The obstales in the storeare formed from piees oupying 1m× 1m on the ground. Eah obstale is within a 1× 1 square formedby the traks. The movement of the robot is ontrolled by two ommands. These ommands are GO andTURN.The GO ommand has one integer parameter n ∈ {1, 2, 3}. After reeiving this ommand the robotmoves n meters in the diretion it faes.The TURN ommand has one parameter whih is either left or right. After reeiving this ommandthe robot hanges its orientation by 90 degrees in the diretion indiated by the parameter.The exeution of eah ommand lasts one seond.Help researhers of RMI to write a program whih will determine the minimal time in whih the robotan move from a given starting point to a given destination.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. The �rst line of eah blok ontains two integers M ≤ 50and N ≤ 50 separated by one spae. In eah of the next M lines there are N numbers one or zeroseparated by one spae. One represents obstales and zero represents empty squares. (The traks arebetween the squares.) The blok is terminated by a line ontaining four positive integers B1B2E1E2 eahfollowed by one spae and the word indiating the orientation of the robot at the starting point. B1, B2are the oordinates of the square in the north�west orner of whih the robot is plaed (starting point).
E1, E2 are the oordinates of square to the north�west orner of whih the robot should move (destinationpoint). The orientation of the robot when it has reahed the destination point is not presribed. We use(row, olumn)�type oordinates, i.e. the oordinates of the upper left (the most northwest) square in thestore are 0,0 and the lower right (the most southeast) square are M − 1, N − 1. The orientation is givenby the words north or west or south or east. The input last blok ontains only one line with N = 0and M = 0.OutputFor eah test ase, you have to output a single line ontaining the minimal number of seonds in whihthe robot an reah the destination point from the starting point. If there does not exist any path fromthe starting point to the destination point the line will ontain −1.
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Sample Input9 100 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 07 2 2 7 south0 0
Sample Output12
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Problem E: L-systemIntrodutionA D0L (deterministi Lindenmayer system without interation) system onsists of a �nite set Σ of symbols(the alphabet), a �nite set P of produtions and a starting string ω. The produtions in P are of the form
x → u, where x ∈ Σ and u ∈ Σ+ (u is alled the right side of the prodution), Σ+ is the set of all strings ofsymbols from Σ exluding the empty string. Suh produtions represent the transformation of the symbol
x into the string u. For eah symbol x ∈ Σ, P ontains exatly one prodution of the form x → u. Diretderivation from string u1 to u2 onsists of replaing eah ourrene of the symbol x ∈ Σ in u1 by thestring on the right side of the prodution for that symbol. The language of the D0L system onsists of allstrings whih an be derived from the starting string ω by a sequene of the diret derivations.Suppose that the alphabet onsists of two symbols a and b. So the set of produtions inludes twoprodutions of the form a → u, b → v, where u and v ∈ {a, b}+, and the starting string ω ∈ {a, b}+.Can you answer whether there exists a string in the language of the D0L system of the form xzy for agiven string z? (x and y are some strings from Σ∗, where Σ∗ is the set of all strings of symbols from Σ,inluding the empty string.). Certainly you an. Write the program whih will solve this problem.InputThe input onsists of several bloks of lines. Eah blok inludes four lines. There are no empty linesbetween any suessive two bloks. The �rst line of a blok ontains the right side of the prodution forthe symbol a. The seond one ontains the right side of the prodution for the symbol b and the third oneontains the starting string ω and the fourth line the given string z. The right sides of the produtions,the given string z and the starting string ω are at most 15 haraters long.The input is terminated with a line ontaining 0.OutputFor eah blok in the input there is one line in the output ontaining YES or NO aording to the solutionof the given problem.Sample Inputaabbabaaabbababba0

Sample OutputYESNO
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Problem F: ObfusationIntrodutionIt is a well-known fat that if you mix up the letters of a word, while leaving the �rst and last letters intheir plaes, words still remain readable. For example, the sentene �tihs snetnee mkaes prfeet sesne�,makes perfet sense to most people.If you remove all spaes from a sentene, it still remains perfetly readable, see for example: �thissentene-makesperfetsense�, however if you ombine these two things, �rst shu�ing, then removing spaes, thingsget hard. The following sentene is harder to deipher: �tihssnetneemkaesprfeetsesne�.You're given a sentene in the last form, together with a ditionary of valid words and are asked todeipher the text.InputOn the �rst line one positive number: the number of testases, at most 100. After that per testase:
• One line with a string s: the sentene to deipher. The sentene onsists of lowerase letters andhas a length of at least 1 and at most 1 000 haraters.
• One line with an integer n with 1 ≤ n ≤ 10000: the number of words in the ditionary.
• n lines with one word eah. A word onsists of lowerase letters and has a length of at least 1 andat most 100 haraters. All the words are unique.OutputPer testase: One line with the deiphered sentene, if it is possible to uniquely deipher it. Otherwiseimpossible or ambiguous, depending on whih is the ase.Sample input3tihssnetneemkaesprfeetsesne5makesperfetsensesentenethishitehre2therehellohitehre3hitherethree

Sample inputthis sentene makes perfet senseimpossibleambiguous
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Problem G: SummitsIntrodutionYou reently started working for the largest map drawing ompany in Tibet. Part of your job is todetermine what the summits in a partiular landsape are. Unfortunately, it is not so easy to determinewhih points are summits and whih are not, beause we do not want to all a small hump a summit.For example look at the landsape given by the sample input. We all the points of height 3 summits,sine there are no higher points. But although the points of height 2, whih are to the left of the summitof height 3, are all higher than or equal to their immediate neighbours, we do not want to all themsummits, beause we an reah a higher point from them without going to low (the summits of height 3).In ontrast, we do want to all the area of height 2 on the right a summit, sine if we would want to walkto the summit of height 3, we �rst have to desend to a point with height 0.After the above example, we introdue the onept of a d-summit. A point, with height h, is a d-summit if and only if it is impossible to reah a higher point without going through an area with heightsmaller than or equal to h − d.The problem is, given a retangular grid of integer heights and an integer d, to �nd the number of
d-summits.InputThe input onsists of several test ases. Eah test ase onsist of the following:

• One line with three integers 1 ≤ h ≤ 500, 1 ≤ w ≤ 500 and 1 ≤ d ≤ 1000000000. h and w are thedimensions of the map. d is as de�ned in the text.
• h lines with w integers, where the x-th integer on the y-th line denotes the height 0 ≤ h ≤ 1000000000of the point (x, y).The input is terminated with a line k = w = d = 0.OutputPer testase: One line with the number of summits.Sample Input6 10 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 00 2 1 2 1 3 1 0 0 00 1 2 1 3 3 1 1 0 00 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 2 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0

Sample Output4
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Problem H: Esape from Enemy TeritoryIntrodutionA small group of ommandos has in�ltrated deep into enemy territory. They have just aomplished theirmission and now have to return to their rendezvous point. Of ourse they don't want to get aught evenif the mission is already over. Therefore they deide to take the route that will keep them as far awayfrom any enemy base as possible.Being well prepared for the mission, they have a detailed map of the area whih marks all (known)enemy bases, their urrent position and the rendezvous point. For simpliity, we view the the map asa retangular grid with integer oordinates (x, y) where 0 ≤ x < X , 0 ≤ y < Y . Furthermore, weapproximate movements as horizontal and vertial steps on this grid, so we use Manhattan distane:dist((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) = |x2 −x1|+ |y2− y1|. The distane from enemy bases are also alulated using thisdistane funtion. The ommandos an only travel in vertial and horizontal diretions at eah step.Can you help them �nd the best route? Of ourse, in ase that there are multiple routes that keepthe same minimum distane to enemy bases, the ommandos want to take a shortest route that does so.Furthermore, they don't want to take a route o� their map as it ould take them in unknown, dangerousareas, but you don't have to worry about unknown enemy bases o� the map.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah test ase onsists of the following:
• One line with three positive numbers N , X , Y . 1 ≤ N ≤ 10000 is the number of enemy bases and

1 ≤ X, Y ≤ 1000 is the size of the map: oordinates x, y are on the map if 0 ≤ x < X , 0 ≤ y < Y .
• One line ontaining two pairs of oordinates xi, yi and xr , yr: the initial position of the ommandosand the rendezvous point.
• N lines eah ontaining one pair of oordinates x, y of an enemy base.All pairs of oordinates are on the map and di�erent from eah other. The input is terminated by a blokwith N = X = Y = 0.OutputPer testase: One line with two numbers separated by one spae: the minimum separation from an enemybase and the length of the route.Sample input1 2 20 0 1 10 12 5 60 0 4 02 12 30 0 0

Sample input1 22 14
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Problem I: AssembleIntrodutionReently your team notied that the omputer you use to pratie for programming ontests is not goodenough anymore. Therefore, you deide to buy a new omputer. To make the ideal omputer for yourneeds, you deide to buy separate omponents and assemble the omputer yourself. You need to buyexatly one of eah type of omponent. The problem is whih omponents to buy. As you all know, thequality of a omputer is equal to the quality of its weakest omponent. Therefore, you want to maximizethe quality of the omponent with the lowest quality, while not exeeding your budget.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah test ase onsists of the following:
• One line with two integers: 1 ≤ n ≤ 1000, the number of available omponents and 1 ≤ b ≤

1000000000, your budget.
• n lines in the following format: 'type name prie quality', where type is a string with the typeof the omponent, name is a string with the unique name of the omponent, prie is an integer(0 ≤ prie ≤ 1000000) whih represents the prie of the omponent and quality is an integer(0 ≤ quality ≤ 1000000000) whih represents the quality of the omponent (higher is better). Thestrings ontain only letters, digits and undersores and have a maximal length of 20 haraters.It will be always possible to onstrut a omputer with your budget. The input is terminated by a blokwith n = b = 0.OutputFor eah test ase in the input, you have to output a single line ontaining one integer, the maximalpossible quality.Sample input18 800proessor 3500_MHz 66 5proessor 4200_MHz 103 7proessor 5000_MHz 156 9proessor 6000_MHz 219 12memory 1_GB 35 3memory 2_GB 88 6memory 4_GB 170 12mainbord all_onboard 52 10harddisk 250_GB 54 10harddisk 500_FB 99 12asing midi 36 10monitor 17_inh 157 5monitor 19_inh 175 7monitor 20_inh 210 9monitor 22_inh 293 12mouse ordless_optial 18 12mouse mirosoft 30 9keyboard offie 4 100 0

Sample input9
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